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Introduction 
This paper is concerned with the second homotopy groups (both absolute and 
relative) of a union of CW complexes, and with the integral homology of groups 
in a pushout square. For the last of these, a simple and useful version of our result 
is as follows. 
Theorem. Let R and S be normal subgroups of a free group F. There is a long 
exact sequence 
(A) H,FIR@ H,FIS+ H,FIRS* 
R n S n [F, F] 
IR, Sl[F, R n Sl 
+ H,FIR@ H,FIS+ H,FIRS 
-+ (R n S:[F, F] 
- H,FIR@ H,FlS+ H,FIRS*O 
involving integral homology groups. q 
This sequence is natural in an appropriate sense, and is a useful tool for 
homology calculations involving multi-relator groups. It also yields a relative 
Hopf formula for third homology (Corollary 5.5). 
One ingredient in the proof of the theorem is due to Hopf [9, 101: If X is a 
two-complex with fundamental group G, then there is an exact sequence 
(B) O+ H,G* ZgG rr,X* H,X+ H,G+O 
which is natural in maps of two-complexes. Suppose next that a connected CW 
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complex K (of arbitrary dimension) is a union of connected subcomplexes K, and 
KS with connected intersection K,,. Set R = ker(rr, K,, + rrl K,.) and S = 
ker(rr,K,,+ T,K,~). There is an ‘equatorial’ map (Theorem 2.3) 
RI-IS 
first described implicitly by the second author and Ratcliffe in [S]. The second 
ingredient in the proof of the Theorem is the main result of [S]: l is an 
isomorphism if K is two-dimensional, with one-skeleton K,,. Now, the groups F, 
FIR, F/S, and FIRS in the statement of the Theorem can easily be realized as 
fundamental groups of two-complexes. The Theorem is proved by comparing 
homotopy with singular homology, and applying the sequence (B). 
We remark that the argument given for the main result in [S] applies for 
arbitrary K, as long as each of K, and K,, is obtained from K,, by attaching 
two-cells. More generally, it is shown by Brown in [2] that i is an isomorphism if 
one assumes only that (K,, K,,) and (K.$, K(,) are one-connected. In turn, the 
proof of this uses a result of Brown and Higgins [4], which provides that the 
canonical map 
is an isomorphism in this case. Here, 0 denotes the coproduct in the category of 
r,K,-crossed modules (see Section 1). In fact, whenever u is an isomorphism, 
then so is 5 (Corollary 2.4). The converse is false (Examples 3.7 and 4.7). 
Our main results are as follows. Necessary and sufficient conditions for g to be 
an epimorphism are given in the case where (K, K,,) is one-connected (Lemma 
4.1). Isomorphy of cr is completely characterized in the case where (K, K,,) is a 
one-connected pair of connected two-complexes (Theorem 4.5). While the condi- 
tions are fairly subtle, they are entirely homological. The main innovation here is 
the application of a theorem of Dyer [5]: If (K, K,,) is a pair of connected 
two-complexes, then n2(K, K,,) is projective in the category of r, K,,-crossed 
modules. We extend results of [2] and [S] by giving sufficient homological 
conditions for l to be an isomorphism (Corollary 3.4). This in turn allows us to 
show that the sequence (A) is valid under much more general hypotheses 
(Theorem 5.1) than those which are given in the Theorem. 
Numerous examples and counterexamples have been included. In Section 1, 
structural properties of coproducts of crossed modules are developed. Section 2 
describes and relates the maps i and u in detail. Isomorphy of < is treated in 
Section 3, and that of v in Section 4. 
The remainder of the paper is devoted to applications in group homology. 
Specifically, Section 5 presents a long exact sequence relating the integral 
homology groups of groups in certain pushout squares. The sequence (A) in the 
Theorem is a special case. Section 6 presents a representation of H,G in a certain 
abelian group. This provides an effective method for detecting elements in H,G. 
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Notation 
Let G be a group, and suppose that G acts on a group M on the left. We say 
that M is a G-group, and write the action exponentially. Thus, mB is the image of 
(g, m) under G x M+ M, and mgh = (m”)” for all m E M and g,h E G. A G-map 
f : M- N of G-groups is a group homomorphism that satisfies f(m”) = f(m)” for 
all m E M and g E G. We abbreviate (mm’)” = (m”)-’ by mpg, and set [m, g] = 
mmmg and [g, m] = rn’rn-’ = [m, g]-‘. 
If H is a subgroup of G, then we write H 5 G. For S C G, (S) denotes the 
subgroup of G that is generated by S, and ((S)) G‘ (or simply ((S))) denotes the 
normal closure of S in G. The integral group ring is ZG, with augmentation ideal 
IG. 
If R is a normal subgroup of G, then unless otherwise specified, R is viewed as 
a G-group via conjugation: Y’ = grg-’ for Y E R and g E G. Also [M, R] denotes 
the normal closure in M of the [m, Y] (m E M, r E R); this is G-stable since R is 
normal in G. We write M, = MI[M, R]. For example, if M is a ZG-module, then 
M,=MlIRM~Z@,M. When M=R=G, [G,G]=G?, G/G,=G, and 
[G, GJ = G,. 
All spaces under consideration will be CW complexes; K” denotes the y1- 
skeleton of K; l? is the universal cover. If the group G acts on a space K, then K, 
denotes the quotient space obtained by identifying each point of K with each of its 
translates via elements of G. The (based) homotopy class of a map f : X+ Y is 
denoted [f]. The (n + l)-disc is Bn+‘, bounded by the n-sphere, S”. Associated to 
a presentation P = (x : r) for a group G is a two-complex K = K(P) which is 
modeled on 9, and with fundamental group canonically isomorphic to G. 
1. On coproducts of crossed modules 
Let G,, be a group. A G,-crossed module is a pair (M, d), where d : M + G, is 
a G,,-map of G,,-groups having the additional property that 
for all m,p E M. In general, d is referred to as the boundary map, M as the 
module, and G,, as the group of coefficients. The motivating example, due to 
Whitehead [20], is (r?(Y, X), a), where a : r2(Y, X)- n,X is the homotopy 
boundary for a pair (Y, X) of connected CW complexes with rr,X g G,. The 
category G,% has the G,,-crossed modules as objects; the morphisms are Go-maps 
of the modules that commute with the boundaries. 
If R IS a normal subgroup of G,,, then unless otherwise specified, R is viewed as 
a G,-module with boundary given by the inclusion. In this way, the boundary 
map of a G,,-crossed module may be viewed as a morphism of G,l-crossed 
modules. A G,,-crossed module with trivial boundary is an ordinary ZG,-module. 
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For any G,,-crossed module (M, d), the abelianization 2 is a ZG,/im d- 
module. If f : (M, d)+ (N, d’) 1s a morphism of G,,-crossed modules, then im fis 
a G,,-crossed module, coker f is a G,,-group, and ker f is a ZG,/im d-module. 
Indeed, ker f C_ ker d, and ker d is central in M. 
A coproduct for the category G,,% was constructed in [20]. To establish some 
notation, we deal with two G,,-crossed modules (M, d) and (N, d’), with elements 
m,m,,p E M, and n,nk,v E N. The coproduct module. denoted MO N, is the 
quotient of the free product M * N by the smallest G,,-stable normal subgroup 
containing the Peiffer elements 
r(m, n) = mnm~‘n~““’ = [m, n][n, dm] , 
s(m, n) = nmn-‘mp”‘” = [n, m][m, d’n] , 
for all m E M and n E N. The maps d and d’ determine a G,,-crossed boundary on 
MO N, which will be denoted by dd’ : M 0 N+ G,,. There are canonical morphisms 
i : (M, d)+ (M 0 N, dd’) and i’ : (N, d’) + (M 0 N, dd’) in G,,%‘, and morphisms 
f : (M, d)+ (X, d”) and g : (N, d’)-t (X, d”) in G,, % uniquely determine a mor- 
phism fg : (MO N, dd’)-+ (X, d”) in G,,%. 
As demonstrated in [2] and [20], it is useful to consider the semidirect product 
MqN=M*N/(( ( s m, n), all m, n)), and then argue that MO N is the quotient of 
M 4 N by the normal closure of (the images of) the remaining relators r(m, n). 
The main reason for this is that each element of M 4 N can be uniquely written in 
the form p. v, where p E M and YEN. In particular, r(m, n) has image 
[m, d’n] . [n, dm] in M Q N. Following [2] we denote the latter by {m, n}, and 
the smallest G,,-stable normal subgroup containing the {m, n} by {M, N}; so 
MoN=MQNl{M, N}. B rown showed that the following formulae hold in 
MQN: 
{p., v}” = { pLg, v”} ) (2) 
m{ p. v}m-’ = {P, v> , (3) 
n{/_L, v}K’ = {$‘fl, p} (4) 
These equations show that {M, N} is the subgroup of M 4 N generated by the 
{m, n}. Along the same lines, we offer companion equations. 
Lemma 1.1. The following are true in {M, N}: 
{m,n)-‘={m ,n 1, 
d’tz -I, 
(5) 
1-l .(n [n,, dm,l) . 
h 
(6) 
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The first of these shows that all elements of {M, N} are products of the {m, n}, 
products which are described by the second. For example, 
{m, n>{p, v> = [I4 d’v][m, d’n] .[n, dm][u, dp] 
in {M, N} C M 4 N. Note that [p, d’v][m, d’n] E M and [n, &YZ][V, dp] E N. 
The straightforward proof of Lemma 1 .l is left as a moderately challenging 
exercise for the reader. Here are several easy consequences of (2)-(6). 
Lemma 1.2. i(M) f’ i’(N) = [i(M), i’(N)]. 
Proof. If i(m) = i’(n), then rn. K’ E {M, N} in A4 U N. By (2)-(6), there exist 
elements mk,nk (k = 1,. . . , p) such that m=(n,[d’n,,m,])~’ and n-l= 
n, [n,, dm,]. In particular, 
i(m) = i n [d’nn, m/J 
ii 
k 
v [i’(n,>, i(mk) E [i(M), i’(N)] . 
m 
Lemma 1.3. [ker d, d’N] c ker i C ker d f’ [M, d’N]. 
Proof. Reading from left to right, the first inclusion follows from the fact that if 
(T E ker d and n E N, then [a, d'n] .1 = [CT, d’n] . [n, dv] = {CT, n} in A4 Q N. For 
the second inclusion, ker i c ker d because i is a morphism in G,,%. If i(m) = 1, 
then m . 1 E {M, N} in M 4 N. By (2)-(6), there exist elements mk,nk (k = 
1,. . , p) such that m = (n, [d’nk, mk])-’ E [M, d’N] (and also &, [n,, dm,] = 
1 in N). In particular, m E [M, d’N]. 0 
Let f : M-+ P and g : N+ Q be morphisms in G,,(e. There are morphisms 
M + P+ PO Q and N* Q + PO Q, and hence there is a canonical morphism 
fog: MON+ POQ in G,,%. 
Lemma 1.4. Zf f and g are onto, then ker( f 0 g) = i( ker f) + i’( ker g). 
Proof. For x E ker fog, there exist m E M and n E N such that x = i(m) 
Since (fog)(x) = 1 in PO Q, it follows that f(m). g(n) E {P, Q} in Pa Q. By 
(2)-(6), there exist m, E M and nk EN such that f(m) = (fl, [d’nk, f(m,)])-’ 
and g(n) = n, [ g(nk), dm,]. (Recall that both f and g commute with the bound- 
ary maps.) Now, for example, [d’(n,), f(mk)] = f([d’n,, m,]), so there exists 
u E ker f such that m = (nk [d’n,, m,])-‘a. Similarly there exists 7 E ker g such 
that n = (& [n,, dm,])x Thus 
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x = i(m = i 
= i(a) + i’(7) 
by (6), since i(c) and i’(7) are central. 0 
In general, it seems difficult to determine i(ker f) n i’(ker g) in the setting of 
Lemma 1.4. However, ker f c ker d and ker g c ker d’, so it seems reasonable to 
investigate the intersection i(ker d) n i’(ker d’). This turns out to be relevant to 
the inclusions in Lemma 1.3. 
Proposition 1.5. Let I = i(ker d) rl i’(ker d’). Then: 
(a) I = ker(dd’) n [i(M), i’(N)]; 
(b) if I = 0, then ker i = ker d fl [M, d’N]; 
(c) if the map H?(dd’) : H,(MoN)+H,(im dd’) is onto, then I= 0. 
Proof. (a) Since, i(ker d) = ker dd’ n i(M) and i’(ker d’) = ker dd’ fl i’(N), the 
result follows from Lemma 1.2. 
(b) For m E M and IZ E N, i([m, d’n]) = [i(m), i’(n)]. Using this, it is easy to 
show that M oNI[i(M), i’(N)] z M,., x NdM. If I= 0, then by (a), ker dd’ 
embeds in M,.,. X Nr,M, and so i(ker d) z ker dlker i embeds naturally in M,., = 
MI[M, d’N]. The result follows. 
(c) If &(dd’) : H,(Mo N)+ H,(im dd’) IS onto, then the central extension 
O* ker dd’-+ M 0 N+ im dd’- 1 is a commutator extension [19], and so ker dd’ 
is algebraically disjoint from [MO N, MO N], which contains [i(M), i’(N)]. The 
result follows by (a). 0 
We next show by example that the intersection I need not be trivial, and that 
either of the inclusions in Lemma 1.3 can be strict. Further, the containments in 
Lemma 1.3 provide a best estimate for ker i, in general. 
Example 1.6. Let F be the nonabelian free group with basis elements x and y; let 
M = F/F, and _ = FIF,. If F acts on M via conjugation in F, then the natural map 
d : M-+ 7 is an F-crossed module; ker d = F,IF, is infinite cyclic, with generator 
[x, y]F,, and trivial F-action. Taking N = M, the coproduct module MOM is 
generated as a group by the elements i(x), i(y), i’(x), and i’(y). 
It is easy to see that the morphisms i and i’ are split injective. With regard to 
the conclusions of Lemma 1.3, [ker d, d’N] = ker i = 0, while ker d fl [M, d’N] = 
kerdflM,=kerd#O. 
Using (1) together with the Peiffer relations from the construction of the 
coproduct, one has that 
[i(x), i(y)] = [i’(x), i(y)] = [i(x), i'(y)1 = [i’(x), i’(y)1 
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in MO M. This element therefore generates the infinite cyclic group I = i(ker d) = 
i’( ker d’) # 0. 
Example 1.7. Let F = (x) x ( y ) be the free abelian group with basis elements x 
andy. Define M=(x)xZ(y), and d:M-+‘by d(x”,[)=x”, where mEZ 
and 5 E Z( y ). One checks that (M, d) is an F-crossed module if the F-action is 
given by 
(XkY 5) (Xm,y”) = (Xk, y”( + k(dy”/L?y)) 
forallm,n,kEZandtEZ(y).H ere, alay : Z(y) -+ Z( y) is the Fox derivative, 
so ?iy”/ay = 0, ayiay = 1, and dy”“’ ‘/ay = ay”if3y + y” 13y”‘/ay. Setting N = ( y) C 
7, there is the F-crossed module (N, d’), where d’ is the inclusion. 
Working in [ker d, d’N] C ker d c M, one checks directly that [(x”, 0, d’y”] = 
(x0, (1 - y”)e). Indeed, it is not difficult to verify that [ker d, d’N] = {x0} x 
I( y ), where I( y ) is the augmentation ideal in the group ring Z( y ). On the other 
hand, [(x, 0), d’y] = (xl’, -1) lies in ker d II [M, d’N], but not in [ker d, d’N]. 
Finally, working in MaN, [(~,O),~‘yl~~~=[(~,O),~‘yl~[y,~(~,O)1= 
{(x,0), Y> in {M, N}, and so (x0, -l)Eker(i: M+ MoN). In this example, 
keri=kerd=[M,d’N]={x”}xZ(y). As such, Z=i(kerd)ni’(kerd’) is 
trivial. 
2. Second homotopy groups in Mayer-Vietoris settings 
A Mayer-Vietoris setting is a tuple (K: K,, K,; K,), for which the diagram of 
inclusions 
Ko = K 
n n 
K, C K 
is a pushout square of connected CW complexes. Thus, K is the union of 
connected subcomplexes K, and K, which intersect in a common connected 
subcomplex K,. There is an obvious notion of a morphism of Mayer-Vietoris 
settings. 
Let (K: K,,K,T; K,) be a Mayer-Vietoris setting. The following group-theoretic 
notations are adopted: 
G,,=n,K,,, G,=n-,K,, G,=n-,K,, G=n-,K, 
U = ker(G,+ G) , R = ker(G,-+ G,) , S = ker(G,-+ G,Y), 
%! = ker(G,+ G) , Y= ker(G,+ G) , 
H=(RnS)I[R,S]. 
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Example 2.1. An easy argument using the Seifert-Van Kampen theorem shows 
that if each of (K,, K,,) and (K,, K,,) is one-connected, then (K, K,) is one- 
connected, U = RS, and the natural injections RSIR-+ 2 and RSIS- Y are both 
isomorphisms. 
In homotopy, we set 
M = T(Kr, K,,) 3 N = T(&, K,,) , P = sr2(K, K,) , 
and 
where j r : n2K,+ r2K and j, : T~K,* r2K are the inclusion-induced homomor- 
phisms. Let (M, d,), (N, d,), and (P, d) be the G,,-crossed modules determined 
by the second relative homotopy of the pairs (K,, K,)), (K,, K,,), and (K, K,,), 
respectively. The inclusions induce a canonical morphism 
in G,,%. The canonical morphisms M + M 0 N and N+ MO N associated with the 
coproduct will now be denoted by i, and i,, respectively. 
Example 2.2. In [4, Theorem C], [2, Theorem 3.11 it is shown that if each of 
(K,, K,,) and (K,, 6) . IS one-connected, then c is an isomorphism. The converse 
to this result is false, even if one restricts attention only to two-complexes. For 
example, let K, be the model of a Wirtinger presentation 9’ for the fundamental 
group of the complement of a nontrivial tame knot in S’. Let x be any generator 
from P, and let K, be the model of the presentation (X : x) for the trivial group. 
Then, Kc, = K, fl K, is a circle, K, is aspherical and K = K, U K,, is contractible. 
Further, M = 0 since G,,+ G, is injective, and r : MO N z N+ P is easily seen to 
be an isomorphism (of infinite cyclic groups). Note that (K,, K,,) is not one- 
connected, since the knot is nontrivial. 
Let Z = i,(ker d,) + i,(ker d,s) c M 0 N. Using the fact that the kernel of the 
canonical surjection rr2K- ker d is contained in jr(r2Kr) + j,s(~2Kr), it is routine 
to verify that n-?K- ker d induces an isomorphism 0 g ker d/a(Z). In addition, 
Z= ker(d,od, : MoN- RoS) by Lemma 1.4. 
Next, consider the map 6 : R 0 S * RS c U C G,, which is induced by the 
inclusions of R and S in G,,; of course (R 0 S, 6 ) is a G,,-crossed module. Let 
i : R+ R 0 S and i’ : S+ R 0 S be the canonical morphisms associated with this 
coproduct. (These are easily seen to be injective: For example, the composite of i 
followed by 6 is just the inclusion R C G,,.) By [2, (2.7), (2.10)], there is an 
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isomorphism 
K: H+ker6 
given by K( p[R, S]) = i( p)i’( @)-I. This is an isomorphism of ZG,lRS-modules; 
it arises from the fact that RoS/i’(S)z R/[R, S], while RSiSz R/R f’ S. 
Another isomorphism A : H-+ ker 6 is given by A( p[R, S]) = i( p*)-‘i’( p). 
Taken together, these considerations yield a commutative diagram with exact 
rows and columns, as shown. 
0 0 0 
I I I 
O-Znkera-kerrAH 
i 
o-z- MoN-RoS -1 
OAkerd -P-U ~1 
O- coker (T--+ UIRS- 1 
Using this diagram, we prove the following theorem: 
Theorem 2.3. There is a homomorphism i : H* 0 of ZG,,lRS-modules such that 
the sequence 
is exact. 
Proof. As in the well-known snake lemma from homological algebra, the diagram 
(C) determines a connecting homomorphism H+ 0 which fits into a long exact 
kernel-cokernel sequence, giving the result. The fact that < is a zG,,/RS-module 
homomorphism is due to the fact that all the maps in (C) are morphisms of 
G,-groups. 0 
The following relationship between < and (T is apparent in [2]: 
Corollary 2.4. If u : rr2( K,, K,,) 0 rr2( K, , K,,) + rr2(K, K,,) is an isomorphism, then 
< : H+ 0 is an isomorphism. 
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Proof. This is an obvious consequence of Theorem 2.3. q 
The converse to Corollary 2.4 is false, as will be shown in Examples 3.7 and 
4.7. 
Remark 2.5. It is shown in [S] that J is an isomorphism provided K is two- 
dimensional, with one-skeleton K’ = K,,. However, the argument given there 
actually shows that 5 is an isomorphism for arbitrary K,,, provided each of K, and 
K,y is obtained from Kc, by attaching two-cells. Restricting K, to be one-dimension- 
al allowed the authors of [S] to conclude that j,(n2K,) fl js(r2Ks) = 0 in that case. 
The proof of [2, Corollary 3.21 shows that J is an isomorphism if one assumes 
only that each of (K,., K,) and (K,T, K,,) 1s one-connected. While the statement of 
[2, Corollary 3.21 contains the additional hypothesis that K,, be aspherical, this is 
unnecessary for the result on J, and only reflects the author’s interest in 
ker(n2K, @ IT~K, - n2K). In any event, the fact that < is an isomorphism in this 
case can be deduced directly from [4, Theorem C], [2, Theorem 3.11 (see 
Example 2.2) and Corollary 2.4, above. 
Remark 2.6. The map i is actually determined only to a sign, depending upon 
whether one chooses the isomorphism K or A from H onto ker 6. Using the 
isomorphism K, an explicit homotopy-theoretic description of the map C can easily 
be deduced from the snake lemma. For p E R fl S, there exist singular discs 
(Y : (I?*, S’)* (K,, Kc)) and /3 : (B2, S’)+(K,, K,,) such that d,([a]) = d,([P]) = 
p in R fl S c G,. Since ~(i,([a])i,([p]~‘)) E ker d L r2(K, K,), there is a spheri- 
cal map 5- : S* * K such that [r] E r2K has image a(i,([a])i,([P]-l)) under the 
canonical map rrz K -+ rr,(K, K,,). Then, [ is determined by 
i(~lR, Sl> = [Al + (jr(n2Kr) +i,(~2KJ) E @ . 
If one selects the maps LY and /3 so that (Y Is1 = p Is,, then an explicit geometric 
candidate for the map T is easily visualized. In this setting, it is appropriate to 
think of p as arising from the restriction of r to an equator of S’. 
3. Absolute second homotopy: The map 5 
Let (K: K,,K,y; K,,) be a Mayer-Vietoris setting for which (K, K,,) is one- 
connected; that is, the inclusion-induced homomorphism G,+ G is surjective. 
We retain the notation developed in Section 2. In this section, we investigate 
conditions under which the map [ : H+ 0 is an isomorphism. 
Let q : K+ K be the universal covering projection. We let K, = q-‘(K,), 
K,, = q-‘(KS), and K,, = q-l(K,); these are connected, with fundamental groups 
%!, 9, and U, respectively. Indeed, (I?: K,,K,; K,,) is a Mayer-Vietoris setting. 
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The long exact Mayer-Vietoris sequence in singular homology, the Hurewicz 
homomorphisms, and the covering map 4 provide a commutative diagram with 
exact rows as shown. 
(D) _I 
h,@Z, IT 
I I 
Y 
i 
H& - H2 K, 63 Hz??, - H,l? 7 H,K, - H,K, E’ H,x;- 0 
This diagram is natural in morphisms of Mayer-Vietoris settings. The connecting 
homomorphism a is determined only up to a sign. Given a choice of a, the map y 
is naturally induced by a 0 h. There is a canonical isomorphism F : H,xO-+ U. 
Further, a is a ZG-module with action determined by conjugation in G,. 
Alternately, this action arises via_the action on H,K, by the automorphism group 
G of the covering projection q : K--, K. 
Lemma 3.1. Up to a sign, the composite map 
is induced by the inclusion of R II S in U. 
Proof. This follows from the homotopy description of 5, and the definition of the 
Mayer-Vietoris boundary map a. The ambiguity in sign devolves from that in the 
definition of a and of i. 0 
Since h” is an isomorphism, there is a composite map 
which factors through coker(h, $ h,). Hopf’s sequence (B) describes 
coker(h, @h,), and gives that H,U z coker(h, : r2’2K,, + H,K,). The result is a 
sequence 
(E) H,U~H,~~HH?~~O_tH,U~H,~2H,Y~0 
which is easily seen to be exact. This sequence is natural in morphisms of 
Mayer-Vietoris settings. 
Remark 3.2. In the special case where each of (K,, K,,) and (K,, K,,) is one- 
connected, the sequence (E) appears in the proof of [2, Theorem 3.41. There, it 
takes the form 
H,RS+ H,RSIR@ H,RSIS+ H+ H,RS+ H,RSIRCE H,RSIS+O 
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(see Remarks 2.1 and 2.5). An algebraic proof of the exactness of this latter 
sequence was given in [13]; the result applies for arbitrary normal subgroups R 
and S of a group G,,. 
It is the naturality of the sequence (E) which allows us to give homological 
conditions under which 5 is an isomorphism. 
Theorem 3.3. Let (K: K,, K,, ; K,,) be a Mayer-Vietoris setting for which (K, K,) is 
one-connected. There is a commutative diagram with exact rows as shown. 
H,RS-+ H2RSIR$ H,RSIS- H-+ H,RS- H,RSlR@ H,RSIS-+Q 
I 
9 
I 
02 
I I 
i Ul 
I 
01 
H2U -HZ% @ H2Y- O-H, U -H,%! @ H,Y-0 
The maps v, (resp. a,) are those induced in homology by the inclusion RS C U 
(resp. the natural injections RSIR+ 9. and RSIS+ Y). 
Proof. From just the given data K,,, R, and S, construct another Mayer-Vietoris 
setting (L: L,,L,; L,,) as follows. Let L,, = K,, and build L, by attaching two-cells 
to L,, along boundary loops representing normal generators for R in G,,; so 
nIL, = G,,/R. Similarly, build L, by attaching two-cells along normal generators 
for S in G,,. Then L = L, U L,, and L, fI L,, = L,, = K,,. Since R = ker(G,-+ G,) 
and S = ker(G,, + G,), the identity map K,,+ L,, extends to maps L,+ K, and 
L.5 + 4 3 which in turn extend to a map f : L+ K. In other words, 
f: CL: L,,L,; L,,)+(K: K,,K,; K,J IS a morphism of Mayer-Vietoris settings. 
Moreover, f lifts to a morphism f : (L” : z, ,z,\ ; L,,) + (I?: x, ,x, ;KC,) of Mayer- 
Vietoris settings. 
Clearly, ker(r, L,,+ m, L,) = R and ker(r,L,,-+ 7~~ L,Y) = S. By Remark 2.5, 
since each of L, and L, is obtained from L,, by attaching two-cells. we may use 
either [2] or [8] to identify coker(rr,L,@ n2L,+ r2L) with H= (R fl S)I[R, S]. 
By naturality of the diagrams (B) and (D), the map f induces the desired 
diagram. q 
The horizontal maps in the diagram of Theorem 3.3 canonically induce maps 
between the kernels and cokernels of the vertical maps. 
Corollary 3.4. Let (K: K,, K,Y; K,,) be a Mayer-Vietoris setting for which (K, K,,) 
is one-connected. The map < : H-+ 0 is an isomorphism if 
(a) ker a2 C im(H,RS+ H,RSIR Q3 H,RSIS), 
(b) coker vz+coker a2 is an isomorphism, 
(c) ker v, -+ ker a, is an isomorphism, and 
(d) coker u, -+ coker a, is injective. 
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If (a)-(d) hold, then there is a short exact sequence 
of ZG,,lRS-modules, natural in morphisms of Mayer-Vietoris settings. 
Proof. Using Theorem 3.3, it is an exercise to prove that if (a)-(d) hold, then i is 
an isomorphism. The exactness of the sequence follows from the definition of 
0. 0 
Remark 3.5. A description of q is easily deduced from the description of 3 given 
in Remark 2.6 (see also [S, p, 491). As with i, 71 is determined only up to a sign. 
Remark 3.6. Let (K: K,,K,?; K,,) be a Mayer-Vietoris setting for which (T is an 
isomorphism (e.g., Example 2.2 or Theorem 4.5), and for which T?K,, = 0. Then 
j,(vr>K,) n j, (T~K,) may be identified with the intersection I in Proposition 1.5. If, 
in addition, I = 0 (e.g., Proposition 1.5(c)), then the exact sequence in Corollary 
3.4 becomes 
Example 3.7. Let K, be the two-complex modeled on the group presentation 
(x, t : x3, t’xtC ‘x), and let K, be the model of (t : t’). Then, K, n K,T is the circle 
modeled on (t : ), and one easily checks that K = K, U K, three-deforms to S’. As 
such, (K, K,,) is one-connected, U = G,, is the infinite cyclic group with generator 
t, % = G,, and Y = G,, . It is not difficult to show that G, is finite of order 24, and 
that t determines an element of order six in G,. Thus, R = (t”) 5 G,,, while 
S = ( tZ) 5 G,,. The diagram from Theorem 3.3 takes this form: 
o- (t”)- (t’)--+(t2)/(t6)a30--+0 
I i n I 
o-o- w -H,G,@H,G,-0 
Now, direct computation reveals that H,G, has order three, with generator 
determined by t, and that H,G,Y has order two, with generator determined by t. In 
particular, the map ( t2) /(t”) = H, RSiR + H, 9 = H,G, is an isomorphism. The 
conditions (a)-(c) of Theorem 3.4 are trivially satisfied, and the map coker u, -+ 
coker a, is an isomorphism of groups of order two, whence (d) is satisfied. Thus, 5 
is an isomorphism by Theorem 3.4, which here implies that j,(nzK,) = 
js(mzKF) = 0. However, coker v z UiRS g Li2Z by Theorem 2,3 and so (T is not 
an isomorphism. Note that i is an isomorphism, even though U f RS. 
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With reference to the construction in the proof of Theorem 3.3, in this example 
one may take L, as the model of (t : t6), and L, as the model of (t : t’). As such, 
n, L s 2122, z,, is a circle, and the map f”: &,-+ z, = K,, is a two-fold wrap 
S’* S’. 
4. Relative second homotopy: The map u 
Let (K: K,,K,; K,) be a Mayer-Vietoris setting of two-complexes for which 
(K, K,,) is one-connected. In this section, we investigate conditions under which 
the map (T : MO N+ P is an isomorphism. 
As in Theorem 3.3, there are homomorphisms 
a, : H,RSIR 69 H,RSIS+ Hi9 CD Hi9 
induced by the injections RSIS-+ 9 and RSIS+ 9. 
Lemma 4.1. The map u is surjective if and only if U = RS, a, is an isomorphism, 
and a2 is surjective. 
Proof. By Theorem 2.3, 1.7 is surjective if and only if U = RS and 5 is surjective. A 
diagram chase using Theorem 3.3 reveals that if U = RS, then 5 is onto if and only 
if a, is an isomorphism and a7 is surjective. 0 
The universal covering q, : k I + K, has automorphism group G,. The quotient 
space (K),,,, = (KJRS covers K,, and has fundamental group RSIR. Let K,, be 
a connected component of q,‘(K,,); &, is invariant under the action of RS I G,, 
and 0% )RS is naturally a subcomplex of (ir),,. The covering (k,),, *??, 
realizes the injection RSIR- %! of fundamental groups, and (K,,),, is a con- 
nected component of the inverse image of K,, under this covering. Let 
be the homomorphism induced in second homology. Of course, similar remarks 
apply with r, R, and S replaced by s, S, and R, respectively. 
Lemma 4.2. The abelianized map Z : M 0 N +F can be naturally identijied with 
the map b = b, @ b,s. 
Proof. The covering q : Z?-+ K induces an isomorphism P G r2(I?, K,,). As in [5, 
Proposition 2.31, the relative Hurewicz theorem then provides that Pz 
H2(Z?, K,), and so F z H2(K,, EC,) (33 H,(x,, x0). Similarly, % E H,(I?,, K,,,), 
and ??s H,(I?,, K,,). 
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Since i,([M, RS]) c (MO N)2, a map M,, = MRs+ M 0 N is induced. Similarly 
one has NRs+ M 0 N, and hence %?RS @xRs-+ MON. This map of ZG,IRS- 
modules is easily seen to have an inverse, and so is an isomorphism. As such, Z 
has been identified with the map 
that is induced by the coverings l?,+ ??, and I?~ + ??Y. 
By [5, p. 2.591, [l, p. 691 the cellular chain complex C’*(n,, K,,) consists of free 
ZG,lR-modules, and the embedding H,(Z?,, x0,)-+ C,(K,, x0,) is ZG,lR-split. 
since (C,(K,, KU,)),, = C2((/?r)RS, (K,,,),,), it follows that the covering 
K,+ (ET),, induces an isomorphism H,((I?,),,Y, (K,,,),,) E (H,(k,, x0,)),,. Re- 
peating the argument with r, R, and S replaced by s, S, and R, 
follows. q 
Now, ~~((k,)~.~) = ~~~~ = @,, and (.ir,K,),.y,R =(TK,)~~. With 
ing (krlRS*Kr, naturality of (B) produces a commutative diagram 
the result 
the cover- 
Q- H,RSIR- (7~2K,),u -Ham)-H,RSIR-0 
(F) 
I 
03, 
I 
c I 
1 
4, 
I 
9, 
Q-H,!22 A (nzK,), - Hz% - Hz%- 0 
with exact rows. Note that cr is onto, and that a monomorphism 
w, : ker aXr+ ker c, = I%h2K,lIRS~2K, 
is induced. 
Lemma 4.3. The map a;, is injective if and only if a3r is surjective, azr is injective, 
and w, is surjective. 
Proof. This diagram chase using (F), which relies on the surjectivity of c,, is left 
to the reader. 0 
As before, similar remarks apply with r, R, Pi!, and S replaced by s,S, Y, and R, 
respectively. In particular, ajr $ a,, = aj, for j = 2,3. Let 
c=c,~cc,:(~~Kr)Rs~(7iiK,)R~j(~*K,)~A(~*K,)~g > 
and w=w,@w,:kera,+kerc. 
Lemma 4.4. Let (K: K,,K,; K,,) be a Mayer-Vietoris setting of two-complexes for 
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which (K, K,) is one-connected. If the inclusion-induced map 
is surjective, then the abelianized map F? is an isomorphism if and only if 
(a) a2 is injective, 
(b) a, is surjective, and 
(c) the injection w : ker a, + ker c is surjective. 
Proof. Since (T is surjective, a is surjective. Thus, by Lemma 4.2, a is an 
isomorphism if and only if ker b = ker b, @ ker b, = 0. 
The map aZ,. from diagram (F) is onto by Lemma 4.1. Since aZr and c, are onto, 
one can use (F) to show that a;, is onto. 
By Lemma 4.1, U = RS, and so (&)R,5 = K,,. The covering (I?,),, + ??, 
produces a commutative diagram 
(G) 
with exact rows. Using (G), ker 6, is seen to be isomorphic to ker akl. By Lemma 
4.3, ker a;, = 0 if and only if azr is injective, a,,. is surjective, and 
w, : ker a,,-+ ker c, is surjective. As always, similar remarks apply with r replaced 
by s, and the result follows. 0 
Theorem 4.5. Let (K: K,, K, ; K,,) be a Mayer-Vietoris setting for which (K, K,,) is 
one-connected and K is two-dimensional. Then, the inclusion-induced map 
of G,,-crossed modules is an isomorphism if and only if 
(a) U = RS, 
(b) a, : H,RSIR@ H,RSIS+ H,.Z CB H,Y is an isomorphism for j = 1,2, and is 
surjective for j = 3, and 
(c) the injection w : ker a3+ ker c is surjective. 
Proof. By Lemma 4.1, we may assume that (T is surjective, U = KS, a, is an 
isomorphism, and a2 is onto. By Dyer’s theorem [5, Theorem 2.11, (I’, d) is 
projective in G,, %, and so the epimorphism c : M 0 N+ P is split in G,, %. This 
implies that there is an isomorphism C : M 0 N+ P x ker (+ (of G,-crossed mod- 
ules), such that composition with the projection yields (+ : MO N--t P X ker (T-+ P. 
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Abelianizing, there is an isomorphism % : MO N+ 7 X ker (T, and so (T is an 
isomorphism if and only if a : M 0 N --, 7 is an isomorphism. The result follows by 
Lemma 4.4. 0 
Remark 4.6. Let (K: Kr,K,s; K,) be a Mayer-Vietoris setting for which K is 
two-dimensional and each of (K,, K,) and (K,y, K,,) is one-connected. Using 
Example 2.1, the conditions (a)-(c) of Theorem 4.5 are easily seen to be satisfied, 
and so (T is an isomorphism. This recovers a result of Brown and Higgins [4, 
Theorem C], [2, Theorem 3.11 ( see Example 2.2) in the case of two-complexes. 
Example 4.7. Let K, be the model of the presentation (x, t : x3, txt-‘x) for the 
semi-direct product G, = (Z 132) 4 2, and let K,y be the model of (t : t). Then 
K = K, U K, three-deforms to S*, so that G = 1, and (K, K,,) is one-connected. 
Also, K, = K, n K, is a circle modeled on (t : ). 
It is a simple matter to show that U = RS, and that a, : H,RSIR@ H,RSIS+ 
H,!Ji? Cl3 H,.Y is an isomorphism for j = 1,2. By Corollary 3.4, c is an isomorphism, 
which here implies that rr2K = jr(r2Kr). Also, while (T is onto (e.g., by Lemma 
4.1), we will show that IT is not injective. Indeed, the conditions (a) and (b) of 
Theorem 4.5 hold, but the condition (c) fails. 
Diagram (F) takes this form: 
Now, RS = G,, G RSIR g Z, and % = G,, so H,2 = 0 (e.g., express G, as an 
HNN extension with base group 213Z). Thus, a3r is surjective, and so the 
condition (b) in Theorem 4.5 is satisfied. 
However, the condition (c) fails. Since G,, has index three in G,, the (nonregu- 
lar) covering (I?,) RS -+Kr = K, has three sheets. Thus, ~((l?,)~,~) = 3 - 6 + 6 = 3 
(counting cells), whence 
3 = I - rkz(H,((~J,&) + rkh(W(~JKS)) = rkz(W~,),,)) . 
So M(b.s) and (~2K,)R.s are free abelian of rank three. It follows that c, is not 
injective, and so w = wI $ w, is not onto. 
5. An eight-term sequence in group homology 
By the Seifert-Van Kampen theorem, for any Mayer-Vietoris setting 
(K: K,,K,y; K,,), the diagram 
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is a pushout square in the category of groups. Conversely, using standard 
techniques, any pushout square in the category of groups can be realized in this 
way by a Mayer-Vietoris setting of two-complexes. A morphism of Mayer- 
Vietoris settings induces a morphism of pushout squares of groups. 
The notation of Section 2 is retained. In this section, we use the Hopf sequence 
(B) and Corollary 3.4 to give a long exact sequence involving the integral 
homology of the groups in a pushout square (H), which is valid in very general 
situations. 
With reference to a given pushout square (H), recall that R = ker(G,, -+ G,), 
S = ker(G,+ G,), U = ker(G,+ G), Pi? = ker(G,-+ G), Y= ker(G,Y* G), and 
H = (R n S)I[R, S]; H is a ZGJRS-module with action determined by conju- 
gation in G,,. Also, there are induced maps U, : H,RS+ Hi U and a, : H,RSIR CB 
H,RSIS- Hi%! $ H,Y in integral homology. 
As a new element. let 
v : H+ G,,/[G,,, G,,] = H,K,, 
be the homomorphism induced by the inclusion of R fl S in G,,. Killing the action 
of G,, Z,J factors through the quotient group 
Ho = [R, S,;G:;: n S] 
to give a homomorphism 
q, : Ho- G,/[G,,, G,,l 
Notice that ker z+ = (R fl S fl [G,, G,,])I([R, S][G,,, R fl S]) and that coker v, = 
G,J((R n S)[G,, GoI). 
Theorem 5.1. Let (H) be a pushout square of groups for which the map G, + G is 
surjective. Assume that 
(a) ker a2 c im(H,RS- H,RSIRCi3 H,RSIS), 
(b) coker vZ + coker a, is an isomorphism, 
(c) ker uI + ker a, is an isomorphism, 
(d) coker v, + coker a, is injective, and 
(e) H,G,, = 0. 
Then, there is a long exact sequence 
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H,G,$H,G,*H,G+ker u,,~H,G,CBH,G, 
+ H,G+coker v,* H,G,@ H,G,+ H,G-+O 
involving integral homology groups. This sequence is natural in morphisms of 
pushout squares. 
Proof. Realize the pushout diagram by a Mayer-Vietoris setting (K: K,,K,; K,) 
of two-complexes. Then, (K, K,) is one-connected, and by the hypotheses (a)- 
(d), Corollary 3.4 provides an exact sequence 
Killing the action of G,, (a right exact functor), and comparing with the Mayer- 
Vietoris sequence in singular homology, there is a commutative diagram 
with exact rows. Note that (cT~K).,)= (m2K)(; since G, -+ G is surjective. More- 
over, there is a commutative square 
such that the composite (QT~K~,)),,+ (r2K, $ r2K,).,,+ (~T~K)~ is trivial. The 
map (T~K,)~,,+ (r,K, @ 7r2Ks)G‘.I is determined by the inclusion-induced map in 
the first factor, and by the negative of the inclusion-induced map in the second 
factor, as in the Mayer-Vietoris sequence. Finally, the map (h,),,, is surjective by 
the hypothesis (e) and Hopf’s sequence (B). 
Diagram (I) determines a connecting homomorphism w : ker vO* 
coker(h, $ h,),ll such that the sequence 
ker(h, @ h.y)Go-+ ker h, ---$ ker v,,+ coker(h, @ hs)G,l+ coker h, 
+coker r+,-+ H,K,$ H,K,7+ H,K+O 
is exact. While this is somewhat nonstandard, details will again be left to the 
reader. As in the snake lemma, w is defined as follows: For x E ker vO, there exists 
y E (~T~K)~ such that q”(y) = x; there exists z E H,K,@ H,K, with image h,(y) 
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under H,K, 62 H,K, + H,K; then w(x) = z + im(h, $ h,),,,. Diagram (J) and the 
surjectivity of (h,,).(, (i.e., the hypothesis (e)) are required to show that o is well 
defined. These are also needed to show that 
ker(ker h,-+ ker v,)) C im(ker(h, $ h,),,,-+ ker h,;) . 
Now, by Hopf’s sequence (B), ker h, z H,G, 
coker(h, CB h,),,, = coker(h,)G,$coker(h,)C;, z H,G,. $ H,G,T , 
and coker h, z H,G. Of course, H, K, @H, K,s g H,G, Cl? H,G, and H, K g H,G. 
It remains only to compare ker(h, @ h,)G,, with H,G, CB H,G,. For this, since the 
map (~T~K,)~,,+ (T*K)~ factors through the surjection (n-2K,)G.o* (T~K~)~,, the 
map ker(h,),;,)+ H,G factors through a surjection ker(h,).,)-+ H,G,. Similar 
remarks apply with r replaced by s, and the results follows. q 
Remark 5.2. For the balance of the paper, we work in the following context: R 
and S are normal subgroups of a group F, where H,F = 0. Taking G, = F, 
G, = FIR, G, = FIS, and G = FIRS, we have a pushout square as in (H), for 
which the hypotheses (a)-(e) of Theorem 5.1 are satisfied. (The hypotheses 
(a)-(d) are satisfied by Example 2.1.) For example, when F is a free group, 
Theorem 5.1 immediately yields the Theorem stated at the beginning of the 
paper. 
Brown and Ellis generalize Hopf’s formula for second homology [9] to higher 
homology in [3]. In dimension three, their result follows immediately from 
Theorem 5.1. 
Corollary 5.3 [3]. Let R and S be normal subgroups of a group F. If H,F = 
H2FIR = H,FIS = H,FIR = H,FIS = 0, then 
Rnsn[F, F] 
H3F’RS5 [R, S][F, R n S] q 
In the discussion that follows, our primary goal is to show that the eight-term 
sequence can be used to deduce concrete information on the third integral 
homology of a group given by generators and relators. The approach is inductive; 
its usefulness begins with the fact, for example, that the homology of one-relator 
groups is completely understood (see [14]). 
Example 5.4. (Triangle groups) Let G be the (a, 6, c)-triangle group with 
presentation (x, y : 2, y”, (xy)‘) (a 2 b 1) c P 2). Take R to be the normal closure 
of x“ and yh in F = free (x, y), and take S to be the normal closure of (xy)’ in F, 
so that G = FIRS. 
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Assume that l/a + lib + l/c > 1, so that G is finite [12]. An argument 
sketched below shows that H = (R fl S) /[R, S] is cyclic as a ZG-module. This 
single fact allows one to describe the eight-term homology sequence in detail. 
Since H,G, = H,G, = 0, the lower end of the eight-term sequence has this form: 
Because G is finite, the first and last terms are finite, and it follows that coker(u,,) 
has torsion-free rank equal to one. Knowing that the invariant quotient group H,, 
is cyclic as an abelian group, we deduce that v. : H,,*‘ is injective (since F is 
free abelian of rank two), and that H,, is infinite cyclic. As such, the eight-term 
sequence provides that the canonical map 
is surjective. 
Our presumed knowledge of H may be arrived at as follows. Let K be the 
two-complex modeled on the presentation (x, y : x“, y’, (xy)‘). Decompose K as a 
union of subcomplexes K, and K,y, where K, is modeled on (x, y : x’, y’), and K, 
is modeled on (x, y : (xy)‘). By [S], [2] ( see Remark 2.5), or Corollary 3.4, 
H~~~~~~(TT~K,CB~T~K,-+TT~K). 
Since 1 /a + 1 ib + 1 ic > 1, we have c = 2. There is a unique tessellation C of 
the two-sphere where each vertex has degree b and each face has degree a. Form 
a new oriented and labelled tessellation C by first embedding a clockwise oriented 
a-gon inside each face of C, so that each oriented edge is parallel to an edge of C. 
Label these oriented edges by X. Around each vertex of C there are b new 
vertices, which we join together as the vertices of a new clockwise oriented b-gon 
in C. Each of these oriented edges is labelled by y. Each edge of C has two 
adjacent parallel oriented edges labelled X, and two transverse intersecting 
oriented edges labelled y. These four oriented edges form a rectangle whose 
boundary edges read the word (xy)’ in counterclockwise order. The two-skeleton 
of C consists of the oriented rectangles, b-gons, and a-gons. The labelling on the 
oriented edges of C determines a map into the one-skeleton K’ which extends to 
a spherical map q : c?+ K so that faces of C are mapped characteristically onto 
two-cells of K. Now, the universal covering space i? may be obtained from C by 
attaching additional two-cells to form subcomplexes resembling multi-layered 
blisters on C. Working in n-?K G H,I?, the various blisters carry the image of 
z2Kr 63 T~K,~ + m2K, and all that remains is a single spherical two-cycle carried by 
C. In other words, H is cyclic (indeed, as an abelian group!), generated by the 
image of [q] under 77 : r2K -+ H. 
The above arguments imply that H has trivial G-action. Closer inspection 
reveals that the map n : T,K+ H does not split as a ZG-homomorphism, and 
that the image of [q] under v 0 7 : n-?K+ 7 is the coset of x”y”, where II is the 
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order of G. Even more explicitly, by selecting an equator of (? that separates the 
a-gons and b-gons from the rectangles labelled (xy)‘, one can display an element 
p E R fl S whose coset modulo [R, S] is a generator for H. For (a, b, c) = 
(a, 2,2), one may take p = (xyx)“y”. In the case (a, b, c) = (3,3,2) one may take 
p = xy2x3yxy3xyx”yxy”x2y .
The case (a, b, c) = (5,3,2) requires a word p of minimum length 120. 
We remark that if 1 /a + 1 ib + 1 lc 5 1 (in which case G is infinite), then the 
complex K is combinatorially aspherical [17], which here implies that H = 0. In 
this case, the canonical map 
is an isomorphism [ll]. 
In the setting of Remark 5.2, the sequence of Theorem 5.1 is compatible with 
Hopf’s formula for second homology, in the sense that the map 
ker r+,* H,G, Cl3 H,G, can be identified with the map 
RnSfI[F,F] 
[R, S][F, R n Sl + 
R n [F, Fl 
[R Fl 
e s n [c Fl 
[ST Fl 
which is induced by the inclusion of R f? S f’ F, in R f? F2 in the first factor, and by 
the negative of the map induced by the inclusion of R fl S n F2 in S fl F2 in the 
second factor. This yields a relative Hopf formula for third homology as follows: 
Corollary 5.5. Let R and S be normal subgroups of a group F, where H,F = 0. 
There is an exact sequence 
[R, Fl n [S, Fl 
&FIR@ H,FIS+ H,FIRS- ,R, SI,F, R n sl -+ 0. 
This sequence is natural in an appropriate sense. 0 
Example 5.6. (Groups with presentation (x, y : P, [x, y]“)) Take R to be the 
normal closure of x”’ (m 2 2) in F = free(x, y), and take S to be the normal 
closure of [x, y]” (n 2 1) in F. In the usual way, decompose the model K of the 
given presentation as a union of subcomplexes K, and K,. Since R fl S C S C F2, 
the map v : H-7 is trivial, so that ker(v,) = H,,. Further, H,G, z S/[S, F] is 
infinite cyclic, generated by the coset [x, y]“[S, F], and H,G, = 0. 
We aim to prove that the canonical map 
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is surjective. This is done via Theorem 5.1 by studying the map 
a : H,,+ SI[S, F] 
which is (the negative of) the map induced by the inclusion of R fl S. In addition, 
since the map F = coker(v,,) + H,G,T is an isomorphism, Theorem 5.1 shows that 
H,G s coker (Y. 
If 2/m + 1 in I 1, then it can be shown that K is combinatorially aspherical. (A 
proof can be based on a weight test, similar to that given for diagrammatic 
reducibility in [7], applied to the star complex of K; see [16, Section 31.) This 
implies that H = 0, and that the map H,G,@ H,G,Y-+ H,G is an isomorphism. In 
addition, H,G E Z. 
For the remaining cases, we prove that (Y is injective, and that H, is infinite 
cyclic. Consider the case where II = 1, so that S = F2. As on p. 49 of [S], it is a 
simple matter to show that R II S is normally generated in F by p = [.?‘, y]. The 
element I_L thus determines a module generator for H, and so H, is cyclic, with 
generator determined by CL. Since p[S, F] = [P, y]F, = [x, y]“F3 f 0 in 
S/[S, F] = F,IF, g Z, it follows that (Y is injective, H,, is infinite cyclic, and that 
H,G s Z ImE. 
In the case where m = 2, the element 
/_I, = [x, y]Y'[x, y]"x E R f-I S 
determines a ZG-module generator for H = R fl SI[R, S]. (This can be deduced 
from the fact that the presentation which models K is non-spherical [15].) Since 
p[S, F] = [x, y]*“[S, F] f0 in S/[S, F], (Y is injective, H,, is infinite cyclic, and 
H,G = Z/22. 
The only remaining case is when m = 3 and y1= 2. Here again, the ZG-module 
H requires just a single generator determined by the element 
p = x[x2, y][x, y]x-‘[x3, y][x, YlX2[X> Ylx-2[x3> Yl[X, Yl E R n s 
Since pF3 = [x, y]12F, is nonzero in F,IF, z Z, w[S, F] ZO in S/[S, F], and so (Y 
in injective and H, is infinite cyclic. In addition, the inclusion-induced map 
S/[S, F]+ F2/F3 is injective and carries a generator of S/[S, F] to [x, y]*F,. It 
follows that H,G E Z/62. 
Remark 5.7. The geometric language of spherical pictures [6, 161 can be used to 
produce elements of R rl S. In Examples 5.4 and 5.6, arguments based on the 
calculus of pictures (i.e., bridge moves and insertion/deletion of cancelling pairs) 
can be used to prove that the appropriate elements determine module generators 
for H = (R n S) l[R, S]. The pictures are illuminating, but the accompanying 
arguments are unwieldy, and so pictures have been suppressed from this treat- 
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ment in the interest of economy. For Example 5.6, in the case where m = 3 and 
y1 = 2, the geometric argument that the element I_L determines a generator is the 
only one that we know. In any event, these calculations underscore the utility of 
structural understanding of the module H. 
6. An ‘equatorial’ representation of H,G 
In any attempt to produce elements of H,G using Hopf’s sequence (B), the 
easy part is to produce homologically trivial spherical maps. The main difficulty 
lies in determining whether such an element survives when the group action is 
trivialized in homotopy. Suppose that G has a presentation 9. In [18], Sieradski 
associates a framed link to each homologically trivial spherical map S’--+ K(9). 
Homotopy-theoretic twisting and linking invariants then determine representa- 
tions of H,G in finite cyclic groups with moduli determined by the exponent sums 
of the generators in the relators. In this section, we use the results from Section 5 
to produce a similar representation of third homology. 
Theorem 6.1. Let R and S be normal subgroups of a group F. Assume that 
H,F = 0, and that R fl S C F2. Then, there is a homomorphism 
e : H,FIRS- F,I[R, S]F, 
such that ker e > im(H,FlR @ H,FiS- H,FIRS). 
Proof. This is an obvious consequence of the relative Hopf formula given in 
Corollary 5.5. q 
The passage to F,I[R, S]F, is made in order to facilitate computations; this 
latter group is easy to compute in practice. We will present examples below in 
which the map e is nontrivial. Philosophically, the map e is designed to detect 
‘nonobvious’ elements of H,FIRS, where im(H,FIR@ H,FIS- H,FIRS) is seen 
as consisting of ‘obvious’ elements. (Note, however, that little is known of 
ker(H,F/RCE H,FIS-+ H,FIRS) in general.) We refer to e as an ‘equatorial’ 
representation of H,F/RS since it arises via the map 77 : r2K-(R fl S)I[R, S], 
where K is taken from a suitable Mayer-Vietoris setting (K: K,,K,; K,,): The 
Hopf sequence (B) represents an element of H,FIRS by a homologically trivial 
spherical map into K; v separates this spherical map into hemispheres, one 
mapping to K, and the other to K,, and whose common equatorial boundary 
determines a homologically trivial element of R f’ S. 
The hypotheses of Theorem 6.1 are available in some interesting cases. 
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Lemma 6.2. Let t = {t,, . . . , t,} be a subset of the free group F with basis 
x=(x,,..., x,,,}, where m and n are positive integers, and let D be the m x n 
matrix with j-k entry equal to the exponent sum of the occurrences of xi in t,. Let 
t = r U s be any partition of t, and set R = (r) F and S = ((s)) r. Zf the matrix D has 
rank n, then 
(a) R fl S C F2, and 
(b) [R, F] fl [S, F] = R n S. 
Proof. Let K be the model of (x : t). The partition of t gives rise to a Mayer- 
Vietoris setting (K: K,, K,Y; K,), where K, is a bouquet of circles with fundamen- 
tal group F. Working in cellular homology, the hypothesis on D entails that 
H,K = 0. Euler characteristic considerations then provide that H, FIRS z H, K 
has torsion-free rank equal to 1x1 - ]tl. S’ mce K is a two-complex, H,K, = H,K, = 
0, and similar counts apply for the torsion-free ranks of H,F/R and H,FIS. 
Hopf’s sequence (B) gives that H,FIRS = 0, and so the terminal end of the 
sequence in Theorem 5.1 has this form: 
O+ FI(R n S)F, + H,FIR@H,FIS+ H,FIRS+O. 
If d denotes the torsion-free rank of FI(R n S)F,, then 
d - (1x1 - Irl + 1x1 - IsI> + 1x1 - Itl = 0 , 
whence d = 1x1. Since F = F/F, is torsion-free, and has the same torsion-free rank 
as its quotient FI(R fl S)F,, the conclusion (a) follows. As for (b), H,FIR = 
H,FIS = 0 by the sequence (B), and so [R, F] n [S, F] =R f~ F2 n S n Fz = 
R fl S by Hopf’s formula for second homology, and (a). Cl 
As a special case of interest, Lemma 6.2 applies to any balanced finite 
presentation (x : t) for a group with finite abelianization. (Balanced means that 
1x1 = ItI.) The significance of (b) here is that any element of R f’ S determines an 
element of coker(H,FIR@ H,FIS+ H,FIRS) (see Corollary 5.5), and hence an 
element in the image of e : H,FIRS-+ F,/[R, S]F,. 
Example 6.3. (Generalized quaternion groups) In the free group F = free(x, y), 
let R be the normal closure of r = ~?y-~, and let S be the normal closure of 
s = xyxy -‘. Let K be the model of the presentation (x, y : r, s) for the quaternion 
group of order 4m (m L 2). By Lemma 6.2, we have the representation 
e : H,G+ F,I[R, S]F,. The structure of F,I[R, S]F, is easily given; it is the 
quotient of the infinite cyclic group F2/F3 with generator [x, y] F3, modulo the 
subgroup generated by the element [r, s] F3. This modulus is simply the determi- 
nant of the matrix of exponent sums, which in this case is (m)(O) - (-2)(2) = 4. 
Using the language of identities for group presentations, Sieradski described a 
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homologically trivial spherical map into K in [18]. (Actually, only the case m = 2 
is treated there, but the prescription works equally well for all values of m.) An 
equator of this spherical map takes the form 
p = [x, y’] E R fl S 
Since [x, y*][R, S]F, = [x, y]*[R, S]F,, the element p determines an element of 
order two in the image of e : H,G+ F,I[R, S]F, zZ142. 
For the case m = 2, this result is identical to that obtained using the linking 
invariant in [18]. This agreement persists for all even values of m. For odd m, the 
modulus of the linking invariant is two, and the linking invariant vanishes, even 
though the equator invariant survives. Indeed, the linking invariant factors 
through the representation e; equators of spherical maps provide a proper 
refinement of the linking invariants in this case. 
Example 6.4. (Some centro-polyhedral groups) In the free group F = free@, y), 
let R be the normal closure of r = (xy)“, and let S be the normal closure of 
s = xbyC (a,b,c L 2). There is a spherical map into the model of (x, y : r, s) that 
admits an equator separating r and s, and reading 
p = (xy)“y”-‘( yx)-“y’I-’ E R n S f- F2 . 
The matrix of exponent sums of Y and s in x and y has determinant 6 = a(c - 6), 
so whenever b # c, Lemma 6.2 applies. This equator determines an element in the 
image of e : H,G+ F,I[R, S]F, ~i2iZS.Z of the form [x, y]“‘[R, S]F3. This is 
nonzero whenever c - b does not divide c. For example, when a = 2, b = 3 and 
c = 5, G is finite of order 480, the modulus 6 is 4, and p determines an element of 
order 2 in the image of e. 
In cases where the modulus 6 is zero, the condition R f7 S C F2 need not be 
satisfied. For example, when a = b = c = 2, there is a spherical map into K with 
equator A = ( yx)‘(xy)’ $5’ F2. 
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